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Details of Visit:

Author: David Pussyhunter
Location 2: Snow Hill / Constitution Hill
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 13 May 2014 13:00
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 70
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Blue Ice
Phone: 07818265018

The Premises:

Described many times: good in all respects, incl. free parking and proximity to station(s).

The Lady:

Slim and petite (not my usual preference, i.e., but, hey, a change is as good as you-know-what)
very youthful-looking), with small boobs but big hard nipples. Long blond hair and not yet 20yo. For
readers who follow these things and are familiar with Blue Ice, she has similarities with the much-
missed Daisy of a couple of years ago.

The Story:

'Phoned Kai first thing to enquire about Holly (see recent Review), and discovered that my favourite
"job" was available if I could get to Blue Ice smartish. A new girl, absolutely brand new to the
business, had started this day. Again, regular readers will recall that, unlike many punters, I love
"breaking in" new girls. We agreed that Kai - to whom many thanks - would keep her "fresh" for me
until my arrival. Emily - for that's who it was - was, apparently, apprehensive about her first sex with
a punter, it being completely new to her; and it was not at all clear to Kai whether she would be
willing to do the (to me) all-important DFK and OWO.

We were introduced and said hello, and I actually forgot to ask her about these two services. This
may, with hindsight, have been a good thing, because no undue attention was drawn to these
important intimate details prior to the event. When Emily returned to the room a few minutes later,
she was, at first, reluctant and was turning her lips away. So I persevered, cajoled, caressed and
coaxed, and - wonderful to relate - she opened her mouth and gave me her tongue, a fabulous
moment. Emily was not actually trembling with nerves (which I've experienced with new-to-the-
business girls once or twice), but was, at first, schoolgirl-giggling all the time (a sure sign of
apprehension), especially when receiving a compliment. We soon lay on the bed, and Emily was
gradually losing her inhibitions (and her giggling!) beautifully: posing with her cunt-lips open and
asking me whether I wanted OWO: this was a silly question, and was a return of compliment, since I
had already had the pleasure of tasting her in RO. We fucked in mish, then my load was shot on our
bellies, after some very sexy GFE-type talk whilst lying side-by-side and snogging. A lovely
massage and nice easy chat to finish.
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Provided that she was treated with respect during the rest of the afternoon, and has not been put off
by a "bad" experience, I'm confident that she will make a real success of her new career. I reported
this to Kai, of course, and she tells me that she will be offering Emily twice-weekly shifts, Tuesday
and Friday. Finally, Emily said, in answer to my question, that she would be willing to do a 2-girl
session (again, something completely new to her).

Thoroughly recommended. Thanks, Emily.
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